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ABSTRACT 
Strain induced crystallization (SIC) of rubbers is studied by Monte Carlo simulations usi時 tri乱ngulatedsurface models 
with Gaussian bond potential. We find that the stress relaxation can be seen in the intermediate strain region or the two-
phase coexistence r巴gionof amorphous乱ndcrystalline states. The obtained stress-strain curves are consistent with reported 
experimental data influenc巴dby SIC. More inter明 tingly,even when the rigid bonds are eliminated or replaced by empty bonds, 
the results remain almost the same. Not only rigid but also empty bond reduces the tensile energy of the amorphous state. 

(Figs. 2(a),(b),(c)). The models include new degree of 
freedom σfor crystallization of七riangleedges or bonds 
(Figs. 2(d),(e),(f)). We examine two typ田 ofcrystal-
lization using this new variable σ；”rigid”bond and 

”emp句” bond.

Introduction 

Natural rubbers (NR) are widely used as indus-
trial materials, but as complicated mechanisms are in-
volved under large deformation, like strain induced 
crys同llization(SIC) [l]. Though such rubbers have 
been studied for many ye乱rs,further improvements are 
still of big interest. 
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Fig. 1 (a) Pressure-density curve of gas-liquid transi-
tion, (b) the Clapeyron diagr釦 iofNR [1] (e) 

Fig. 2 (a) A tria時 ulatedsurface in R 3, (b) a triangle, 

(c) a line乱rchain. Illustra七ionsof (d) flexible, (e) rigid, 
and (f) empty states of bond i. 

(d) 

The Gaussian bond potential S1 is defined by the 
sum of the bond lengもhsquares of triangles such that 
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where fiεR  3 is the vertex position. This poten-
tial is exactly the same as that of出eone-dimensional 

chain model for polymer (Fig. 2(c)). The only diι 
ference is whether the lattice is a chain or a triangle 
mesh. The one-dimensional chain model is mathemat-
ically well-established such that for all random distri-
bution of points Xi(i = 1，・・・ , n) the distribution of the 

sum :Li Xi becomes Gaussian exp [ －γ（:Li xi一（め）2]'
where (x) is the mean value of xi. Since :Li Xi is under-
stood to be the vector from x1 to Xn, the S1 in Eq. (1) 
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The SIC have been intensively studied, and the 
stress-strain (SS) curve, which corresponds to the in-
trinsic mechanical behavior, is experimentally clarified 
[1, 2]. The transition from amorphous to crystalline 
states can be compared with the gas-liquid transition 
(Fig. l(a),(b)). Thus, SIC is considered to be univer-
sal in the sense that it has a plateau in the tw1か phase
coexistence region. However, the crystallization ratio 
remains very low, and therefore, it is still con七rover-
sial whether SIC shares such universal property of the 
五rst-ordertransition. 

In this paper, we present triangulated surface 
models for SIC and show that the SS curves which 
are compatible with experimentally reported data in-
fl.uenced by SIC. The discrete 2D models are an exten-
sion of the triangulated surface model for membranes 
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is meaningful if :Z:::i Xi is identified with 丹十1一九 This
is the re回 onwhy we call the model, defined by S1 in 
Eq. (1），”coarse-grained” 

We introduce a new variable 円（ε｛0,1})to de-
fine the crystalline s同teon the bond i. Here we as-
sume that the bond i belongs to one of two different 
states; crystalline and flexible or amorphous. This can 
be expressed by 

同＝ 0 (amorphous），町＝ 1 (crystalline). (2) 

We should note that the value of σfor each sta七eis 

changeable such that σ包＝ 0 (crystalline) and σ包＝ 1
(amorphous). The bond i in this crystalline st抗e（特
σi = 1) of Eq. (2) is assumed七obe a rigid line of fixed 
leng出向 movingby 3D translation and rotation. 

Using this variable σz and the vertex position fi, 
we define the Hamiltonian S（尺σ）such that 

S（尺σ）= S1(r.，σ）＋ぉS2（丹＋ U（只σ）

S1（尺σ）＝三ン与お（η＝乞（1一死z時）ぅ
ij ij 
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The sum :Z:::ij in S1 denotes the sum over all bonds ij, 

ni in S2 is the unit normal vector of the triangle iう and
Ui（σ） is the constraint on the bond length according to 
the value of σi and its length ei. This Ui（σ） prohibits 
ei from being ei手eafor the crystalline st叫e.This is 
the reason why S1 implicitly depends onσ. The sym-
bolχin ui is the crystallization ratio, which is defined 

byχ＝ Nrigid/NB, where Nrigid is the total number of 
rigid bonds, and NB七hetotal number of bonds. The 
constrain七χ＜Ronχisimposed by a number R. If R 
is fixed to R=O, the model is restored to the standard 
model without the crystallization. The empty bond 

model is obtained by replacing L手eawith ei > ea in 
the potential Ui, and no bending energy is defined on 
the empty bond. 

3. Results and Discussion 
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Fig. 3 (a) r vs. c: wi七hExp [2] data, and (b) the crys-
tallization r叫ioχvs.E of the rigid bond model. 

The SS curves andχof the rigid and empty mod-
els are plotted in Figs. 3 and 4 with Exp data, which 
are reported to be i凶 uencedby SIC [2]. This influ-
ence of SIC on Exp data is visualized in the stress 
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Fig. 4 (a) r vs. E with Exp [2] data, and (b）χVS. E of 
the empty bond model. 

(c) 
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Fig. 5 Snapshots of cylindrical surfaces (a）χ＝0.01, (b) 
χ＝0.05, and (c）χ＝0.16. 

vs. inverse-strain curves obtained by modified Mooney-
Rivlin equation in [2]. Both of the numerical results in 
this paper are almost consistent with Exp data. In the 

snapshots in Figs. 5(a）ー（c), the red small tube rep re-
sents rigid bonds, which correspond to the crystalline 
state represented by σ＝ 1 and have no tensile energy 
contribution to S1・

In the case of FG modeling, we observed that ex-
perimental SS curves are also well reproduced numer-
ically even tho昭 hall bonds remain flexible [3]. The 
tensile energy of the bond ij in the FG model is typi-

cally given by 初（σ）erj,where 初（σ）effecもivelyplays a 
role of the tension coefficient. By taking the results 
of the rigid and empty bond models into considera-
tion, we find that the s乱memechanism is shared by the 
FG model. This indicates that the s色rainrelaxation is 
caused by a decrement of elastic energy, which allows 
the strain to be large, in the amorphous state. In the 
case of 3D empty bond model, the results will also be 
close to Exp d乱taeven in the l乱rgests七rainregion. 
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